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Autorized distributor of Garmin on Slovakia and map provider: 
 

CONAN s.r.o. 
Murgašova 18 
010 01  Žilina 
 

tel: 041-7002900 
fax: 041- 7632616 
email: info@garmin.sk 
 

GPS: N49°13.588´ E 18°44.867´ 
 
 
 

Map errors you can report to: gis@garmin.sk 
Installation errors you can report to: hotline@garmin.sk 
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BASIC INFORMATIONS 
 

Table of contents 

- roads network (main, secondary roads, highways) 
- street network with names - 500 settlements 
- more as 45.000 km roads and streets 
- hiking and biking marked paths - 11.000 km 
- town and village database - 7.000 settlements 
- point of interest database - 80.000 objects 
- heigths database (mountains, hills) - 15.000 points 
- national parks area and orographic bounds 
- rivers, streams, waters area, cities area, railroads 
- terrain model DEM - contour line - 25 meters 
Map support autoroutin by tourist trails - assigned only for pedestrian navigation mode. 
 
Installation 

Installation program will start automatically by inserting CD in to your CD/DVD drive. In 
case the install program doesn´t run it is important to start it manualy by the file 
"autorun.exe" which is in the directory of the install CD. Then continue by the 
instructions on the displayed install form. 
 
 
Registration 

Map is coded. You will need to "unlock" the software with registration code. Unlock code 
is generated using the CD number, informations about  user and GPS navigator 
identification number. CD number is inside CD cover. These informations are applied to 
the "UnlockWEB" application at www.unlock.garmin.sk. Registration code will be generate 
online. 
 
 
System requirements 

PC Pentium, 64 MB RAM, 80 MB  HDD, Win98 SE, Win2000, WinXP, NT4 
CD-ROM, 640x480 - video,  
256 - color, serial COM, USB port 
 
Supported navigators 
VERSION STANDARD 
eTrex Venture Cx/Legend Cx/Vista Cx, GPSMAP 60Cx/60CSx, GPSMAP 76Cx/CSx, eTrex Legend C, 
eTrex Vista C, , GPSMAP 76 C/CS, GPSMAP 60, GPSMAP 60C/CS, Quest 2 
nuvi 2xx, nuvi 3xx, nuvi 6xx, StreetPilot c5xx, zumo 4xx/5xx, Garmin Mobile 10/20 
 
VERSION LITE 
eTrex Legend, eTrex Vista, eTrex Legend C, eTrex Vista C, , GPSMAP 76, GPSMAP 76 C/CS, GPSMAP 
60, GPSMAP 60C/CS, iQue 3000/3600, iQue M3/M4/M5, Quest, Quest 2, eMAP, StreetPilot i2/i3/i5, 
StreetPilot 2610/2620/2650/2660, StreetPilot c310/c320/c330/c340 
GPS V, StreetPilot III, NavTalk II GSM, iQue 3000/3600, iQue M3/M4/M5, Quest, Quest 2, StreetPilot 
i2/i3/i5, StreetPilot 2610/2620/2650/2660, StreetPilot c310/c320/c330/c340 
 

Non-supported navigators 

GPS 12MAP, GPSIII+, StreetPilot, ColorMAP, GPSMAP 162/168 
 
SK TOPO FIX 

This software can OFF or ON special graphic symbol for point, line or polygon. 
Please these "TYP" properties you must OFF if your navigation device can not display the 
map right or if navigation device allocate malfunction after showing this map.
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MAP REGISTRATIONS 
 

 

Map registration represents the process of distribution license to map user for its 
using. The user should obtain unlock code for map accessing to concrete GPS unit. 

The map license is linked to GPS type, internal number of unit (ID), map product, serial 
CD number a name of end user. 

 

Registration procedure 

 www.unlock.garmin.sk 

 
- select language 

- enter all informations 

- unlock code will be generate online 

 

Entering unlock code 

When you receive unlock code, you should to enter it to the MapSource for map 
accessing. Start the MapSource program, click to menu “Utilities” and select item 
“Unlock Maps”. Now you start UnlockWizard application. 
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LICENSE CONDITIONS 

 

The license agreement between end user of map product and Picodas Praha, Ltd. 

 

License terms: 

The license applies to software product in the form of digital data on CD medium for 
using in GPS receivers. With installation, copying, downloading, opening or with other 
using   conform the user with conditions of the agreement. 

 

Distributor is competent subject for providing laws for using digital maps. This license 
offers the privilege for the user to use the data for their displaying in GPS units. Back 
analysis, decompilation or transformation maps from processor code are not permitted. 

 

The digital maps are protected by copyright laws and international copyright 
conventions, as well as by other laws and know-how settlements. This consent do not 
qualifies the user for exploitation map products for other purposes than for purpose, 
which is specified in the first paragraph of license engagement. 

 

Distributor disclaims the responsibility for propriety of using digital maps for specific 
purpose. Distributor do not warrant for claims, which was caused by context with map 
using and with included information in them. 

 

User mustn’t offer the data even their components for third parties by any form; it is 
by payment or without payment. User mustn’t publish digital maps and their 
components by form of print outputs according to this agreement (the restriction is valid 
only for offset and seriograph print technology). User mustn’t exploit provided data 
according this agreement for production any commercial product towards selling it to 
the third party.  

 

The privilege of using digital maps in compliance with this agreement is provided for 
user on indefinite time. The license is applied to product as whole product and it is 
impossible to separate its components. The license of map product is applied only to 
concrete GPS unit.  

 

The map product is specified only for the mapping GPS Garmin models with built-in 
rewritable memory or data cards. Map product license is not portable between GPS 
units. 

 
Updating process 

There are prepared unpaid and paid TOPO map updates. If the map product is labeled 
as upgrade, user can use him only in the case, that he is holder of license for product, 
which is marked by CONAN, Ltd. as updated. 
  
Copyright laws 

All owner and author laws, which are related to MAP PRODUCT (including MAP 
PRODUCT, but without restriction on all displaying, photograph, animations, video 
records, sound records and texts which are components of the map products), anyhow 
printed materials supplied  by product and all copies of products, which are in 
possession of CONAN, Ltd. company or their suppliers. All included know-how in MAP 
PRODUCT is possession of CONAN, Ltd. company and can be protected by relevant 
copyright law and settlements for prevention of know-how. The MAP PRODUCT includes 
documentation, which is provided only on electronic form; user can print one copy of 
this help, but cannot copy it. 
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Warranty limitation 

Slovakia RAODS is product of digital cartography, thus reality isn´t represents 
without any mistake or position error. The display of map features is influenced with 
errors of surveying, drawing and processing map, also new objects or position changes 
of existing features can be issue of map errors. Thus, the map cannot be quite actual 
and accurate. Possible map errors are corrected in future updates and cannot be 
acknowledged as reason for claim of product. 

In case, when you find such map errors, we will grateful for notice on them. We have 
effort to remove such errors in future map upgrades. 
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